By MAJOR BOMBAY p,2,51:3; 3,50:1 ($577,131) by Art Major p,4,1:48.4. 10 wins. MAJOR BOMBAY’s dam ARMBRO BOM BOM BOMBAY Grecian Formula (m, Artsplace) Dam of FLUTE BLUE CHIP p,2,56:1, I, M FEARLESS p,2,03:3, BR FLYING RITA p,2,04:3, MAJOR HART, etc.

1st Dam
WESTERN GODDESS by Western Ideal p,1:48.75,000 yearling. Dam of 8 of racing age including a 2-year-old, 4 winners, first by Major Bombay. Dam of:

- ENLIGHTENED CAMP p,2,51:7f; 3,52:1f; 1:52:2 (h, E Dee’s Cam) ($131,525). 16 wins. At 2, winner only race in 1:57:3f by 5 1/4 lengths. At 3, winner 8 races including Young Guns Series (2 legs; third in leg) at Sudbury and OSS Grassroots at Windsor; third in OSS Grassroots at London with seasonal earnings of $60,350.
- WESTERLEY CAMP p,2,51:7f; 4,54:4 (g, E Dee’s Cam) ($55,824). 3 wins. At 3, race timed 1:54 (3 times).
- DIAMOND DUNE p,2,51:7; 4 winners, first by
- JO PAYS FOD p,2,51:1; 3,51:2 (g, Art Major) ($202,156). 7 wins. At 2, winner Geers and NYSS; second in NYSS; race timed 1:51.2.
- Emily Emily (m, Duneside Perch). Now 2.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
WESTERN IDEAL p,1:48. . Dam of 8 of racing age including a 2-year-old, 4 winners, first by Western Hanover. Dam of:

- STARFACE p,4,54:2 ($56,635), etc.
- MISTER MERCOURI p,3,51:2f; 4,52:4f ($52,427). 10 wins. At 2, race timed 1:54.4; 3 times.
- IDEAL ART p,1:55.2f ($107,118), STARFACE p,1:54.1 ($96,368), OUTLAW BADLANDS p,3,55:3f-19, etc.
- THE ONE I DESIRE p,1:57.4 (h, Real Desire) ($13,980). 10 wins. At 4, race timed 1:56.4f.
- SHREDDER p,3,57:3 (g, Artsplace) ($12,541). At 3, race timed 1:54.1.
- WESTERN SAPPHIRE p,3,57:3f (m, Western Ideal) ($9,257). At 2, race timed 1:56. Exported.

By MAJOR BOMBAY p,2,51:3; 3,50:1 ($577,131) by Art Major p,4,1:48.4. 10 wins. MAJOR BOMBAY’s dam ARMBRO BOM BOM BOMBAY is a three-quarter sister to the dam of 2017 North America Cup winner FEAR THE DRAGON p,3,1:48.4-'17. 2019 two-year-olds (2nd crop) include PEACHY BOMBAY (M) p,2,1:56.1, I; M FEARLESS p,2,203:3, BR FLYING RITA p,2,204:3, MAJOR HART, etc.